The Sechrist Cleaning System increases convenience and efficiency which is key to improving the hyperbaric team's experience maintaining your Sechrist Hyperbaric Chamber. As opposed to more traditional methods of cleaning chambers where a team member has to climb into the chamber to get to hard-to-reach places, the new Sechrist Chamber Cleaning System helps you reach all parts of the chamber easily and this, in turn, works by increasing infection control. This is a win for convenience and efficiency. Cleaner and Quicker is our mantra.

The cleaning kit comes with the following:

- Telescoping pole and two different sized adapter mop heads (17.5” and 9”) - One mop head is flexible to allow for smoother navigation on the curved chamber surfaces while the other is sturdier for the end cap.
- Disposable 100% cotton cleaning cloths are available in sizes that accommodate for both mop head sizes (17.5” and 9”). Each kit has 80 cloths of each sized pad.

FOR DISPOSABLE CLEANING CLOTH REORDERS, USE BELOW PART NUMBERS:

P/N 75135-1 Disposable Cleaning Cloths 17.5” - Set of 20
P/N 75135-2 Disposable Cleaning Cloths 9” - Set of 20